Installation instructions for: CH529 Leena Chandelier

This product is ETL listed and suitable only for indoor dry
locations.
NOTE:
There are standard length cables (4 sets of 5 shorter cables
that get progressively longer). There is a set of extra long
length (4 sets of 5 longer cables-CCBL1628).

2 Stick clip from inside of glass through glass hole and pull
through.
Now pull through enough to wrap cable around glass rim
and reclip to cable inside of glass.

Take a cable and a piece of glass. Attach all cables after
deciding your arrangement of color and hanging placements for each glass.
Do not attach cable to canopy until after attaching cable to
glass. One end of each cable has a ring which goes to the
canopy, Simply open ring and rotate until entire ring is
attached to canopy.

ATTACHING CABLE END TO GLASS
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3 Pull gently to tighten cable around rim of glass. Center the
loop on end of glass and take up any slack in cable loop.

1 Take other end of cable and make a triangle to match the
glass, two side arms and one long arm to end of glass.
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4 Take center metal ball with strain relief and center to a
1

location in which when you hold up the cable from above
the glass sits level. If it is not level all you need to do is slide
the metal ball forward or back and the glass angle will
change.
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5 Tighten set screw in ball and the cable assembly is complete.

6 Hang glass and cable assembly in desired location
on canopy.
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NOTE:
It is best to hang the canopy with 2-3
persons to avoid unnecessary bending
of metal.
It is meant to be flexible, but also should
be kept from bending or twisting during
installation process.
Thank you for choosing Stone Lighting

This canopy is tested in our facility and the lamps are
tested and worked when they left our facility.
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